JUMBO60

Big mobile LED screen with stage

World’s Highest

"Ideal for places where you have big objects in the line of
sight. The height to the base of the screen is 6,55m.
""
Mobile Stage
"The JUMBO has a unique feature: A 70 square meter large
60

stage is hidden in the trailer. The setup time for the stage is
only 15 minutes.

"
Side panels for Branding
"The JUMBO can be used in several modes:
60

The JUMBO60 is the highest outdoor LED
display in the world. Besides the unique
format, it is also equipped with a huge
stage.

This screen is perfectly suited

for events were a fast buildup time is
required.

Screen only: 60 m2 16/9 + 10 m2 branding surface
Split-screen: A 70 square meter screen outside for public
viewing and a 30 square meter screen inside the trailer for
publicity. The screen can also be installed without the stage.

"
TUV-approved
"The JUMBO was built according to the strictest guidelines
60

for safety. It can resist wind loads till 8 Beaufort. The stage
has a load limit of 5kN per square meter.

eg: Sports, Elections, Horseraces
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Mobile video screen rental

Product specifications

JUMBO60

"

"

LED-Display

Pixel pitch

12.0 mm

Brightness

7000 nits

LED type

1R, 1G, 1B

Viewing angle

140°

Screen size (WxH) in mm

13056 x 5374

Aspect Ratio

16:9 + banners

Height to base of screen

6541 mm

Height to top of screen

11957 mm

"

Trailer

"

Weight

28000 kg excl tractor

Length

16500 mm

Height

4000 mm

Width

5200 mm

Serviceability

back

Control Room

YES

Generator on board

NO

Power consumption

63 A, 3F + N - 400V

Operation power voltage

400V
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